Constructing of Accountability Based Values of Sulapa Appa Wisdom
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Abstract: The objective of this research is to explore the value of wisdom of Sulapa Appa Culture in constructing accountability concept of local government. In Makassar culture, there is a concept of sulapa appa leader (leader having four dimensions). A leader is required to have four (4) qualities, which are inseparable from one another. These four qualities are lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalummannyang (rich) and caradde (smart). The Leader who holds the four dimensions of leadership values existing in Sulapa Appa culture is believed to be Tu Panrita, considered as fully human. This was a qualitative research and it also used interpretive paradigm with ethnographic approach. The results indicate that if it is seen from the implementation of local government accountability, the values of Sulapa Appa culture in several aspects still characterize the implementation of local governments in Gowa Regency.
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1. Introduction

Today, the issue of importance of implementation accountability continues to raise, in particular the implementation of accountability in government. The increase of demands on the importance of implementation accountability is not without reason. Numerous problems blocking the enforcement of governance in a regional become the reason why the demands increase. In order to achieve a creation of good governance, local government must focus on and pay attention to unfair phenomenon’s, such as Narcissism behavior of local government, a convoluted bureaucracy, local government regulations that less stand for public and even sometimes they contradict with the existence of local culture.

Traditionally, accountability is a relationship including take and give of a cause, which can be accepted by reasonable reasons. This definition assumes that every individual, small group or organization must have legal certainty that can be a basis for the taken action (Robert and Scapens 1985). Gray et al (1996) suggests that accountability is business legitimacy; it can enhance transparency of organization and democracy in society. Patton (1992) states that real accountability is closely related to the legitimacy or validity of organization existence, accountability emerged due to linkage (relational), in which the individual, group, company, government, organization, etc, should be responsible for other party. Disbelief against organization is a fundamental reason upon demand on company accountability (Swift, 2001).

Indeed, accountability concept is not only essential to the enforcement of good governance but it is also essential for politic and economy thus, accountability concept is also considered as important (Velayuthan & Perera, 2004: 52). On one side, accountability become fundamental key words for organization, particularly public organization in order to maximize their role in the socio-culture domain where the organization is located. Accountability is one of reliable indicators for public in assessing organization's ability, in this case the local government in performing their duties.

Raba (2006: vii) states that accountability is a requirement for the creation of good, democratic and trustworthy governance. Glynn and Murphy (1996) argue that accountability, in general, is the process by which a person or group can be held accountable for their behavior. However, accountability concept has many aspects (Sinclair, 1995; Horton, 2006; Caron & Giauque, 2006) and it is complex and not easily defined. According to Cutt and Murray (2000) the essence of accountability is the obligation to take responsibility for what has been given. Accountability according to Roberts and Scapens (1985) requires provision and reason for behavior that occurs in a wide range of social structures, such as in a family, group, and organization.

Randu's research results (2013: 2) on local governments accountability in Tana Toraja found a simple understanding of accountability by the public, which is output accountability based on the dimensions of infrastructure, health and education services, but infrastructure constitutes dominant indicator. Meanwhile, accountability understood by local government officials is input accountability oriented on working program of every local government agency in local government area. This accountability program has indicators including process and realization of the budget. Reality thus becomes the paradox that output accountability expected by the public as principal cannot be achieved maximally because it is not in line with the accountability programs run by the local government as an agent.

Morale and character are part of the missions performed by local governments in Gowa Regency. One of Gowa regency's missions is to improve the quality and capacity of human resources by creating high morale and character as well as skills. The Government of Gowa Regency has made history by obtaining unqualified opinion for four consecutive years (2011-2014). The achievement shows that Gowa Regency has been successful in maintaining the quality of local government financial statements, which means the
government of Gowa, has successfully performed financial management in accordance with its principles and rules.

Along with the improvement of technology and cultural transformation towards modern life as well as globalization effect, the existence of cultural heritage and traditional values of indigenous peoples are challenged. This situation must be observed because the cultural heritage and the traditional values contain a lot of local wisdom, which is still highly relevant to the current conditions, and it should be preserved, adapted or even developed further. The local wisdom is a way of life, science, and various life strategies in the form of activities undertaken by the local community in addressing various problems in the fulfillment of their needs.

The local wisdom in various regions throughout the Country is a cultural wealth that needs to be lifted to the surface as a form of national identity. Local wisdom in its cultural context acts as a dynamist in the life of a culture. Whatever the name of such culture, it has a core to provide defined meaning for that culture. Culture touches the essence of the system existence that accompanies life itself. Culture affects person's temperament and provides color to the system of social life.

Empowerment of local culture concept will embody local government accountability to be able to achieve optimal performance. Research on local culture value-based accountability had been conducted by Zulfikar (2008) and Liando (2013). Both of these studies are generally trying to answer questions about local wisdom value-based accountability practices. Zulfikar Research (2008) raised the Javanese culture value of wisdom in revealing accountability. Javanese culture values of wisdom that emerged to affect accounting practices are very helpful for construction of Javanese accounting. The results of observation conducted on Javanese culture values of wisdom found obah-mamahsanak (working-eating-breeding) concept. Then, these concepts are used as the preparation of the basic concepts of cash flow-added value-balance.

Meanwhile, Liando's research results (2013) found that bureaucracy performance in North Sulawesi had not yet shown optimal results. In performing their duties, the officers often showed unfair attitude in their service, they did not want to care about the problems faced by the people and did not promote ethics in performing their duties. One reason why bureaucracy performance was poor is that the officers did not promote local cultural wisdom of Timou Tumou Si Tou Tou (human lives to turn everyone else) in performing government duties.

Some values and forms of local wisdom including customary laws, cultural values and beliefs that there partly exist are very relevant to be applied in the implementation of local governance, which also exist in local cultural wisdom of Makassar society. The Local cultural wisdom is expected to be used as the foundation in building accountability of local governments. In Makassar culture, there is a leadership concept known as sulapa appa (leader having four dimensions). These four qualities are lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannyaing (rich) and caradde (smart). The Leader who holds the four dimensions of leadership values existing in Sulapa Appa culture is believed to be Tu Panrita, considered as fully human. (Salle, 2012: 15).

An honest leader is defined as a leader, who has honest nature. Leader, who will always tell the truth instead of lie, work earnestly and has responsibility. In addition, Bold is defined as leader, who is not afraid to face all kinds of risks. This bold nature can only be possessed by a leader who is kalambusang (honest), and sincere.

Leader, who is kalumannyaing (rich), is not only defined as having a lot of property but it also implies the qualities of a leader who will always have imagination, initiation and creativity and innovation. Leader should have a lot of knowledge, being proficient and skilled in every work. Caradde (smart) is not only defined to be smart academically, they shall be smart and skilled in managing problems encountered. Leader should like the action that provides profit and benefit. If the value of sulapa appa consisting of four dimensions, namely lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannyaing (rich) and caradde (smart) has been the spirit in any activity undertaken by individuals entrusted with the mandate to manage the enforcement of local government, thus it is believed that it will produce an ideal government that is always oriented to the people interests, free from unhealthy practices, such as corruption and misused authorization.

The research looked into the meaning and form of accountability for government organizations in a social reality. To capture the social reality, it should be based on understanding of a person against a phenomenon (event) that covers accountability in where the society lives.

This research did not only focus on the accountability of local governments but this research also explored whether the values of the local culture, which were sulapa appa still internalized in the implementation of the accountability of local governments. Local values, which are generally marginalized will be used as the foundation in building a framework of accountability model in the context of local government. The concerned research problems in this research are: how does the accountability implementation of Local Government of Gowa Regency? and How does the internalization of cultural values of sulapa appa in the accountability implementation of local Government of Gowa Regency?

2. Research Method

The nature of the research is an effort to find the truth or justify the truth. The effort to pursue the truth is conducted using paradigm. The use of a particular paradigm will result particular actions as well (concluding findings), in which the action (stimulants findings) would be very different if they use other paradigms (Moleong, 2014). This was a qualitative research using interpretive paradigm with ethnographic approach. The researchers selected interpretive paradigm based on an understanding that the objective of this paradigm was to understand and to interpret, so the research objective that was intended to understand the accountability practice in...
a society or organization could be achieved. It could be achieved because the interpretive paradigm emphasized the researcher's interpretation on a social reality, hence it could be obtained deeper result and the researchers had a wide space to interpret an object studied.

The objective of an ethnographic study is to describe and build social and cultural structure of a society, which is a way of life. In order to achieve these objective, the researcher performed an interviews with several informants and observations while participating in public life, which is the object of study. Selection of ethnographic methods in this study was intended to analyze the description and meaning of culture-based accountability practices that occur in local governance. According to Basrowi and Sukidin (2002) literally, ethnography is an article or report regarding a tribe that was written by an anthropologist, which was a result of field work performed for many months or many years. Anthropological research produced distinctive reports, so that ethnographic term then is also used to refer to research methods.

Data analysis was performed based on the results of ethnographic records that had been made previously. In this data analysis, there were three stages, namely process of description, meanings and construction of sulla appa culture value-based accountability. Description process was performed by describing neutral facts from the field without a profound meaning. This process was performed by creating a picture of the geography, the history of the development of each object studied and society activities at research sites. Geography description included demographics, sites, people's livelihood and the activities undertaken.

Other descriptions performed were history and general description of the organization derived from result of literature study and interviews. In addition to historical descriptions, the researchers also described informants' daily activities by observations and interviews with informants. This description then became the basis for the next analysis, namely meaning and construction in the context of accountability practice.

The next step in data analysis was to find themes that were the focus of analysis. These themes were further elaborated in order to obtain the meaning of accountability on local government. Based on the meaning results, then next analysis would be construction of accountability concept in the framework of Sulapa Appa local culture.

3. Results and Discussion

Accountability Construction With The Value of Wisdom of Sulapa Appa Culture

Fostering Core Value of Sulapa Appa

Humans are social beings, they must interact with other people in order to fulfill their needs, that is why humans tend to live in group and society. Then, these groups agreed to formulate rules governing attitudes and behavior in the environment. This rule was later developed into the principles, guidelines and way of life of a society that must be obeyed and executed by every individual in the society. This is then known as a culture. According to Hofstede (1999), culture is a whole pattern of thought, feeling and action of a social group, that differentiates it from other social groups. Starting from the same mindset in a group of people, then becomes a habit and custom, and finally becomes a culture. A growing culture can develop habits, behavior, to ethic and morale.

Basically, cultures have values that are always inherited, interpreted and implemented along with the process of social change. The implementation of cultural values is a legitimacy evidence of community on culture. The existence of culture and diversity of cultural core value owned by a region is an instrument to build character of its citizens, both related to their private character and public character (Yunus, 2013: 65) According to Geertz (1992: 5) culture is a pattern of notions or meanings that are intertwined thoroughly in symbols transmitted historically, a system about conceptions inherited in symbolic forms, so that humans are able to communicate, preserve and develop their knowledge and attitude towards life. Culture is human creation than can develop their attitudes to life and can be inherited from one generation to the next generation through a process of communication and learning so that the next generation may have tough character in living their life.

However, the existence of local cultural values begins to erode by times. Local communities are no longer knowing and understanding their own culture. The local cultural values are no longer able to build communities' (leaders) character. The decline of honesty behavior, the tendency of misused authorization, corruption and other bad behavior is a clear evidence of the existence of declining local cultural values in the community daily life.

Leadership traits and leadership effectiveness in the leadership of local wisdom in Makassar are determined by multidimensional personality traits. A leader is a role model. A leader is a symbol of tradition. All sides of leader's life and social dimension as well as their social relationships is a reflection of the customs. Value of wisdom existing in the local culture Makassar today is very relevant to be adopted as a solution in the middle of degradation and the crisis of leadership of the nation. Today, the nation leader is always correlating with political nuance, so that, public interest is no longer prioritized, in contrast they prioritize the party and personal interests.

It is time to adopt Makassar local to create nation's leaders by strengthening local culture of Sulapa Appa. It is believed, that Local culture of sulapa appa is still very relevant in solving all the problems faced by the nation today, especially the problems faced by the government of Gowa Regency. In Makassar culture, there is a leadership concept known as sulapa appa (leader having four dimensions). These four qualities are lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannyang (rich) and caradde (smart). The Leader who holds the four dimensions of leadership values existing in Sulapa Appa culture is believed to be Tu Panrita, considered as fully human (Salle, 2012: 15).
An honest leader is defined as a leader, who has honest nature. Leader, who will always tell the truth instead of lie, akkontu tojengi (work earnestly and has responsibility), baji bicarai (talk about the good things), tutui ri kanakananna (speaking carefully), tunai ripanggaukanna (do a simple action), appanggaukang bajiki (do something useful). Leaders who possess honest nature will reflect forgiving personality, if they are entrusted with mandate, they would not be perfidious, not greedy for something that is not their right and work for the public interest, not for their own sake.

Barani (Bold) is defined as character that is not afraid to face every single risk. This bold nature can only be possessed by a leader who has honest nature, kalambusang (honesty), and selfless. A bold leader will possess tammallakai nipariolo (not afraid to be a pioneer), tammallakainipariboko (not afraid to stand at the back), which means giving a chance to others who have more potential or in order to develop others' potential, tammallakai allanggere Kabara (not flinch to know both good and bad news, accept criticism and suggestions from others, has abig heart and curious nature), as well as tammallakai accini bali (not flinch to face an opponent, being firm and consistent).

Leader, who is kalumannyang (rich), is not only defined as having a lot of property but it also implies tamakurangi ri nawa-nawa (the qualities of a leader who will always have imagination, initiation and creativity and innovation), tamangurangi ri bali talk (has a lot of knowledge), masagenai ri singkamma gau (proficient and skilled in every work), tamakurangi ri sikamma pattujuang (do not lack of effort because they have capital). Caradde (smart) is not only defined to be smart academically, but they are smart and skilled in managing problems encountered. Leader should like the action that provides profit and benefit. Leader, who is smart when they find problems, they always try to handle it well, and always implementing everything carefully.

It is necessary to perform the transformation of lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannyang (rich) and caradde (smart) values into non-sectarian, ethnic, and communal only. Those values insist to be transformed into internalization form that leads to the embodiment of local government accountability. It is essential to have a leader, who possess lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannyang (rich) and caradde (smart) values in the frame of Sulapa Appa in implementing those values. The transformation result is seen to be able to animate dimensions of local government accountability in realizing expectations of its people because it is built on the same value awareness, which is value of local cultures of sulapa Appa.

**Wisdom Value of Sulapa Appa: Building Local Government Accountability**

In order to understand accountability of local government, so it is important to understand local culture and how government embody noble value within local cultural wisdom in implementing their accountability. Humans as Allah's creature shall put themselves in the most superior creature among others-other creatures that were created either potentially or actually. Potentially, a human is fully equipped by epistemological tools, which are senses, intelligence, and feeling that can be used to understand the nature of their existence. Actually, humans have proved themselves through the cultures, which have been created either in the form of progressive science & technology and local wisdom that had existed and maintained since hundred years ago.

Local cultural wisdoms are a way of life, science and various life strategies in the form of activities undertaken by the local society in addressing various problems in the fulfillment of their needs. Local wisdom is a potential energy from the system of society collective knowledge to live with values bringing civilized sustainability living, peaceful life, harmony life, moral life, and society can live in mutual love, teach, and care, live mutual love, grindstones and foster, living in diversity, full of forgiveness and understanding, live in harmony with nature; living in value orientation that leads to enlightens, which means living to solve the problems based on their collective reusing mosaic. The wisdom grows within societies subconscious. That is the deepest part of the local cultural wisdom (Nasir in Said, 2007: 1)

Local knowledge is a grand miniature at the stage of culture. Local wisdom is the concept of civility plenary, acting as a beacon in every facet of life. Therefore, local wisdom is served as cultural treasures that must be preserved and for society, it can be served as a base to take a step.

Accountability color in an organization will be greatly influenced by the culture embraced by the organization. On the dimension of organizational accountability, cultural transformation can elevate the values of the local culture into the concept of accountability. This transformation can improve the ability of local government organizations to build governance because local culture contains noble values that have become part of the local community, which are generally upheld and accepted. One of the accountability dimensions that must be complied by the public sector organizations is honesty accountability (Ellwood, 1993). Honesty accountability with regard to avoidance of misused function.

If the value of lambusu (honest) existing in the culture of sulapa appa is combined with the concept of honesty accountability Ellwood, thus local government will take part honestly in activities mandated by the people. Honest government will produce qualified governance, so that the procedures and ethics of public service will be loaded by service values that are pro-community, non-discriminatory, and not arrogant. Public confidence in what is organized, planned, and implemented by local governments will be awakened as it is considered as accountable. Accountable governance will have huge support from public.

Honest nature will also prevent local governments to use their power goes beyond reasonable limits, it will be the evidence that local government has high sense of responsibility to the people, so that public confidence in the local government will also be higher. The success in building public confidence to embody good governance will not be far from reality.
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The results show that the bureaucrats in Gowa Regency interpret the values of sulapa Appa comprehensively, that values of lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannyang (rich) and caradde (smart) are intertwined with each other. The four values cannot be separated from one another.

The government of Gowa Residence defines the value of lambusu (honest) as behavior or action. Lambusu (honest) can be defined as integrity. In Makassar language, integrity is called as akkontu tojengi. Leaders who have the nature of akkontu tojengi are those who will honor their promise, they will always realize their words into action. This world was built by words and actions. The words and actions will be able to interact with a basis of power (Kenneth Gergen in Dwihantoro, 2013: 14).

Leaders also must be Barani (bold). Boldness will only be possessed by honest and selfless leaders. Bold is defined as a character that is not afraid to face all kinds of risks, able to accept criticism and suggestions from others, as well as being firm and consistent.

Boldness must be possessed by leaders. No one can succeed without the existence of boldness. Indeed, boldness in positive way. They must be bold because they are right and even when they are not wrong. Therefore, it is necessary to have such character in governing local government. An institution may not be successful, if it does not have bold leaders. Consequently, it is essential to have boldness to achieve success in leading organizations, including local government.

Government of Gowa regency defines boldness to break something unusual. Proof of such boldness can be seen from governance in Gowa Regency, in which the government is bold to break national policy on education, they dare to take risks in changing several system order on education. One example is that, when the government of Gowa Regency facilitated innovations in education that has never been done by other areas. They dare to be a pioneer that is in the native language of Makassar, it is called as tammallakai nipariolo.

A leader must be kalumannyang (rich). Here, rich is not only defined in material context, but it also implies rich of imagination, always have initiation & great creativity, as well as innovation and skill in every job. The local government that is greatly creative, innovative and initiative will greatly affect the quality of governance. Creativity, innovation and initiative will produce programs oriented on qualified public services that can satisfy people. The pattern of decision-making services to the people would be faster because the work culture that has been leaning on government guidance will no longer occur.

Government of Gowa Regency defines kalumannyang from both aspects, material and non-material. If there is a leader who is materially rich and his wealth was obtained by honest, so that would be good and will not raise problems. However, It would a problem if that wealth came from corruption. In addition, non-material wealth is a capacity building that is required for governance to provide welfare for their people. Kalumannyang (rich) can also be defined as the ability of a leader who is tamakurangi ri nawa-nawa, those who are always creative and innovative in performing their duties.

Leaders must be caradde (smart). They are not only smart academically but they are also smart to solve any problems. They must solve the problems properly and prudently, so they will not create new problems. Therefore, it is necessary to be smart in governance. Besides, in order to gain public confidence and legitimacy, thus local government should have the ability to respond the problems occurring in the community. They must be smart to solve any existing problems. Moreover, local government should be an institution that can protect and promote the interests of community.

Bureaucrats of Gowa Regency are not only defined intelligence as intellectual intelligence but also as emotional intelligence and spiritual intelligence. Government of Gowa performs various attempts to improve their intelligence apparatus, both intellectual intelligence and emotional & spiritual intelligence. In order to improve the intellectual intelligence, government of Gowa Regency initiate a coffee morning held every Monday and it was attended by all leaders of working program.

The aim of that coffee morning is to discuss the agenda of the next one week ahead and conduct the evaluation on previous week performance. Meanwhile, the emotional and spiritual intelligence is built by holding a Friday prayer in every Friday morning that must be attended by all officers and staff in order to enlighten the hearts with expectation that intellectual intelligence, emotional and spiritual intelligence can work out hand in hand. Intelligence should always be followed with honesty. Smart and honest cannot be separated. No matter how smart a person and how profound their knowledge, if there is no honesty, their intelligence is useless. In other words, Intelligence can only be useful if based on the honest nature.

![Figure 1: The concept of Local Government Accountability based values of Sulapa Appa](https://www.ijsr.net)

Accountability, which built on four dimensions of sulapa appa value will certainly produce ideal local governance, which has been the desire of the society. The society will be satisfied when they feel that there is a correspondence between local governance and the existence of a value system in society. Thus, when there is satisfaction within society, then the government will have legitimacy from them.

Legitimacy is a psychological condition in which people or a
group of people are very sensitive to the surrounding environment phenomenon both physical and nonphysical. Legitimacy changes over coordinate shifting of space and time (Dowling, 1975). Changes in values and social norms can be a motivator for the legitimacy changes of the organization and it also puts pressure on organization legitimacy. Legitimacy can be obtained when there is conformity between the existence of appropriate organization and the existence of value system in the society and environment. When there is a shift towards unconformity, then the legitimacy of the organization can be threatened.

4. Implication and Research Limitation

From the theory implication, it is expected that the research result may contribute theory relating to the sulapa appa value-based accountability of the Local Government. From the practical contribution, that the research is expected to find practical constructs through qualitative approach in exploring the understanding on the implementation of local government accountability in the frame of Sulapa Appa cultural values. From the contributions policy, that the research results are expected to contribute in terms of policy making performed by local governments, especially related to public accountability.

Reference limitation related to sulapa appa culture value brought difficulties for the researchers to carry out deeper exploration for values that exist in sulapa appa which leads to difficulties in reconstructing sulapa appa value-based accountability.

5. Conclusion

Sulapa appa literally means rectangular. Actually, sulap appa means that human was created from four elements, namely: earth, water, fire, and air (Kulle and Tika, 2003: 14). Leadership concepts in Makassar local wisdom are determined by multidimensional personality traits. In Makassar local wisdom, there is a leadership concept known as sulapa appa (leader having four dimensions). A leader is required to have four qualities that cannot be separated from one another. These four qualities are lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannya (rich) and caradde (smart). The Leader who has and fully holds these four dimensions of leadership values is believed to be Tu Panrita, considered as fully human (Salle, 2012: 15).

It is necessary to perform the transformation of lambusu (honest), Barani (bold), kalumannya (rich) and caradde (smart) values into non-sectarian, ethnic, and communal only. Those values insist to be transformed into internalization form that leads to the embodiment of local government accountability. It is time to adopt Makassar local to create nation's leaders by strengthening local culture of Sulapa Appa. It is believed, that Local culture of sulapa appa is still very relevant in solving all the problems faced by the nation today, especially the problems faced by the government of Gowa Regency.
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